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HOME BUILDING WITH A CENTURY OF

experience
Peet Limited was founded in 1895 by a
man with an enduring vision and a strong
desire to help people achieve the security
that comes with owning property.
James Thomas Peet was a man who recognised the value
of land in a ‘young, progressive country’ – a wonderful
place rich with natural assets and enormous potential.
He created opportunity. The opportunity for every person of
every kind to share the benefits and create a bright future
for themselves and their families.
He created Peet. Exceptional places that now reach across
Australia – that allow people to be who they want to be. To
create the life they want to live.
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Golden Bay, WA

FINANCE

Finance
WITH PEACE
OF MIND
The first step in your new home building journey
is a finance health check to understand your
weekly repayments and the grants that are
available to you. Peet Homes works with trusted
finance professionals that have access to over
800 loan products to help you find a solution and
make the process easy. We also assist by taking
care of your First Home Owner Grant application
if you are eligible.
Whether you have no deposit or have been
saving for years, there is a range of products
available for almost any situation.
n Free finance health check to understand
your position
n $10,000 First Home Owner Grant application
n Access to hundreds of finance solutions
n Help with the process from start to finish
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LAND

Communities

AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Community living is much more than finding an
address for your new home – it’s choosing the
lifestyle you’d like to live. It could be lazy coffee
catch-ups with friends, stopping by the shops on
the way home from work, or joining neighbours at
the park for a playdate or a fitness class.
It’s also about choice. Being able to choose the
home you want, no matter what your age or stage
of life, and being surrounded by quality homes in a
well-maintained neighbourhood.
That’s why you’ll find Peet communities are
masterplanned and built with wide open spaces,
connected footpaths, retail precincts, commercial
areas and shared community facilities. And you’ll
discover activities organised by Peet to bring you
and your neighbours together to build bonds that
can last a lifetime.
Peet Homes has exclusive access to the best land
in our local communities.
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STEP 1 FINANCE

STEP 2 LAND

choice

BUILD WITH

Peet Homes is your partner
from start to finish. We’ll be
here from the first meeting,
through finance, construction
all the way to key handover
and maintenance.

YOUR CHOICE
OF LENDER
A finance health check to

YOUR CHOICE
OF LAND FROM
PEET ESTATES
ACROSS PERTH

understand your budget and
weekly repayments, and give you

Do you want land to build close to

access to available grants and

a school, near the sea or looking

concessions.

over a park? We have exclusive
access to a wide range of land in
communities throughout Perth.
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STEP 3 HOME

YOUR CHOICE
OF HOME DESIGN
AND ELEVATION

YOUR CHOICE
OF INCLUSIONS

Designed for Perth family life, our

for your lifestyle. What’s most

YOUR CHOICE
OF COLOURS,
TILES, BENCHTOPS,
CARPETS AND MORE

Choose the inclusions perfect
range of homes maximise the

important? A big kitchen

Customise your home inside and

potential of the land while offering

island bench, double vanity in

out from the huge range of colours

great living areas, big bedrooms

your ensuite, air-conditioning

and finishes available. It’s your

and stunning street presence.

throughout? It’s all up to you.

dream home make it exactly how
you want it.
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the

INCLUSIONS
Your new Peet Home is built with high quality inclusions to make it
a pleasure to live in now, and to maximise your resale value in the
future. Covered by manufacturers warranties for your peace of mind
and installed by qualified and licensed tradespeople your investment
is safe with us.

KITCHEN

HOME

the

MATERIALS
Every family is different so we offer hundreds of options to make
your new Peet Home just right for you. From tile and render
selections, to floor coverings, bench tops and roof colours. Make
your selections from well-known brands and build up a colour
palette that reflects how you like to live.

FLOOR COVERINGS
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BATHROOM

FACADE

BENCH TOPS

ROOF
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the

INTERNAL

SPECIFICATIONS

n Deadlock to front door and internal garage door

The difference between a good home and a great home is the

n Stylish lever door handles

attention to detail and standard specification. The specification must

n Double power points throughout

stand the test of time, in terms of design, quality and usability.

n Built in robes in bedrooms

Detailed here are just some of the items we have selected to make
your brand new Peet Home a great home.
Your new Peet Home is covered by a 12 month maintenance period
and a 25 year structural guarantee.
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n Fully painted ceilings, doors and frames
n Hard wired electronic smoke detectors
n NBN ready with a 3 point pack and lead in conduit

KITCHEN AND
BATHROOM

EXTERNAL

n Laminated cupboards and soft close drawers

n Engineer designed footing and slab

n Double bowl stainless steel sink

n 6 Star energy efficiency rating

n Mixer taps throughout kitchen and bathrooms

n Double clay brick construction

n Clear glazed shower screens

n Aluminium windows and sliding doors with key locks

n China basins and frameless mirrors

n Colorbond roof and gutters

n Close coupled toilets with soft closing seats

n Bluepine structural roofing

n Exhaust fans with inbuilt draft stoppers

n Continuous flow gas hot water system

n 2m high ceramic tiling to showers

n Paving to portico, alfresco, path and driveway

n Your choice of floor and wall tiling

n Garden taps

n Chrome finish floor wastes, towel rails, roll holder and soap dishes

PEACE
OF MIND

n Backed by Peet Limited, an ASX listed company

n Individually certified by a structural engineer

n HIA Fixed Price building contract

n Complete termite treatment

n Fully covered by home indemnity insurance

n Located in some of Perth’s best new communities

n Building license and Water Corporation fees included
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10

REASONS

We’ve made buying land and building a home easy.
Here are the top 10 reasons to trust Peet Homes with your new build.

1.

Peet have a 120 year history developing Perth

2.

We have access to the best land in Peet communities, exclusively available from
Peet Homes

3.

Only one deposit for both your home and land! $2,000 will get you started

4.

We minimise the cost to build because we know the land better than anyone

5.

A one stop shop to make the process easy. Home, land and finance from one team

6.

You choose the design, colours and materials for your new home

7.

Flexible finance solutions along with the First Home Owner Grant and WA
Government Stamp Duty concessions make buying affordable

8.

Coordinated land settlement, building approvals and construction; saving you
money and finishing your home sooner

9.

High quality inclusions as standard, and customisable options to make your
home perfect

10. 12 month maintenance period and 25 year warranty
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Level 7, 200 St Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000
T

0488 863 325

E

peethomeswa@peet.com.au

peethomes.com.au
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Illustrations and information shown are intended to be indicative only, are believed to be correct at the time of publication and should be used as a guide only. The illustrations used may depict some features, fixtures and landscaping that may not be provided. Factors such as orientation, elevation, area, dimensions and price will vary depending
on the selected house. The advertised estimated price does not include transfer duty, conveyancing fees, or any other costs associated with the settlement of the property. Estimated prices shown may also include rebates for the fulfilment of separate conditions under the sale contract. The price stated includes a provisional sum for siteworks,
which is indicative of the suburb in which the home is being proposed. This will only be fixed after receiving proper contour surveys and engineering details. Changes may be made to all aspects of the development in accordance with the seller’s standard sale conditions, including but not limited to the development plans, specifications and build
timeframes. The seller makes no representation or warranty regarding the accuracy of the illustrations and information shown, and interested parties should only rely on the plans and specifications included in the seller’s standard sale conditions (subject to the seller’s rights to vary those plans and specifications). Buyers should review the
seller’s sale conditions carefully and make their own enquiries. It is recommended that buyers obtain independent advice before proceeding.

